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A brilliant author, an amazing storyteller and an accomplished and gifted artist. - LeishaElla is the

last of a dying breed of humans that live hidden deep in the forests of Washington State. All of her

life, she has heard horror stories about the Others, the beasts that live beyond the safety of the

mountains. In ancient times, humans and the Others lived together in peace, but a great battle

divided them and the shape-shifting species won the war.Ty Bearclaw, a grizzly-shifter, is the

curator at the Washington State Animal Sanctuary, Research, and Observation Center

(WSASROC). A call from a rancher about an unusual animal causing havoc along the borders of the

National Forest brings him to the Olympic Mountain National Park. Ty is furious when he discovers

that the rancher has placed a trap to capture the creature on government-protected property. His

shock soon turns to horror and confusion when he locates the wounded â€˜animal.â€™Ty finds more

than he expects when a human, thought to be extinct, turns up in the trap. What is even more

confusing is his bearâ€™s reaction to the female. When word escapes about his discovery, Ty must

fight to protect the unusual woman who is more than an oddity â€“ she is his mate!Can Ty keep Ella

alive and safe from a shifter obsessed with adding her to his private collection? Not only that, can he

protect her when his own government threatens to take her away from him?
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This is an awesome, unique, shifter love story. I loved the way the author wrote this emotional

novel. It is not a simple shifter love story because in this world the humans are believed to be extinct

and live in fear for very good reasons. So imagine hero's surprise when he finds his mate, his very

human mate!!! The obstacles to their HEA were very well written and you are right along with the

characters, as they fight for their right to love each other.STOP POSSIBLE SPOILERS}}}}}

THANKSThe hero was the best. He was a mixture of sweet, loving, caring, protective, nerdiness all

wrapped in one hot package. I loved reading about how he not only had to find her but pursue her to

give them a chance. Heroine was another story. She lived very primitively before meeting the hero

so I liked to think of her as cavewoman-like. I found humor in the dialogue and the adjustments

heroine had to make in the advanced technological world the hero lived in was both touching and

funny at times. The fears they both had were very real. Heroine is not only having to fight

misconceptions bred into her from the dangers her people faced in the past but current fears of

being harmed and exploited by those that saw humans as lesser things without rights. Hero's fears

was in being able to pursue heroine to be his and keep her safe from those that wish to take her

away from him. It was very emotional at times, but the author did a great job of balancing it off with

some humor.I also felt the secondary characters added so much to the story. Both hero and heroine

had great support that they both needed to help for the right for hero to claim heroine and keep the

heroine safe.

The synopsis given on  is an acurate description of the storyline of this book. I found there are

simularities between this series and the Dragon Lords of Valdier series. The weres' inner beast

sound just like the inner dragons of Valdier and it's love at first sight when they meet their true

mates. This book kept me reading, but I really like books who's characters make sense in the

decisions they make. I didn't understand how Ella would put her clan in jeopardy by going home

with Ty especially when all she's heard is how the weres waged genocide against humans centuries

ago. Or why Ty would jeopardize Ella by taking her back with him. It would make better sense for Ty

to live in the wilderness with Ella despite the early onset of winter. There is no way her presence

could be kept a secret among weres and the weres live in a modern world while humans are little

better than primitives. Until she shows up, humans were thought to be extinct so no one was looking

for them. Now that they know humans exist there are collectors who desire to own them as well as



profiteers who want to breed humans to use as hunted game and sex slaves. The book doesn't end

in a cliff hanger, but it's plain that it continues onto the next book "Mitchell's Untamed Mate". There

are quite a few single shifters and humans so they will all probably get their own book. The one

thing that I found irritating is that there are a lot of different characters that speak with a " husky

voice. " This got really old , really fast. The author could just delete this description without affecting

the story as everytime I read that description, it just made me roll my eyes and think "Really?

Again?" Still I plan on reading the next book when it comes out.
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